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Abstract - An electronic electoral system could be an electoral
system within which the election knowledge is recorded, hold on
and processed primarily as digital data. There square measure 2
varieties of e-voting: On-line and Offline. On-line, e.g. via net, and
offline, by using a voting machine or an electronic polling booth.
Authentication of Voters, Security of voting process, Securing
voted data are the main challenge of e-voting. This is the
rationale why coming up with a secure evoting system is
extremely necessary. In several proposals, the security of the
system relies mainly on the black box voting machine .But
security of knowledge, privacy of the voters and the accuracy of
the vote are also need to be taken into whereas building secure
e-voting system. In this project the authenticating voters and
polling knowledge security aspects for e-voting systems was
mentioned. It ensures that voting can't be altered by
unauthorized person. The elector authentication in on-line evoting method are often done by formal registration through
directors and by getting into just once Arcanum. In Offline evoting process authentication can be done using Fingerprint
recognition, sensing which enables the electronic ballot reset for
allowing voters to cast their votes. Also the voted knowledge and
voters details are often sent to the near information
Administration unit during timely manner exploitation GSM
System with cryptography technique.

Keywords - Fingerprint; WI-FI Module; Electronic
vote; Arduino Mega;

1. INTRODUCTION
As the modern communications and net, these days area unit
virtually accessible electronically, the pc technology users,
brings the increasing want for electronic services and their
security. Usages of latest technology within the vote method
improve the elections in natural. This new technology refers to
electronic vote systems wherever the election knowledge is
recorded, keep and processed primarily as digital data. In the
past, usually, data security was used largely in military and
government establishments. But, currently want for this sort
of security is growing in everyday usage. In computing,
eservices {and information and knowledge and knowledge}
security it's necessary to make sure that data, communications
or documents (electronic or physical) are enough secure and
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privacy enabled. Advances in crypto logical techniques
permit pretty smart privacy on e-voting systems.
Security is a heart of R-Voter process. Therefore the
necessity of designing a secure rvoter system is very
important. There are different levels of e-voting
security. Therefore serious measures should be taken
to stay it out of property right. Also, security should be
applied to cover votes from content. There is no
measure for acceptable security level, because the level
depends on type of the information. An acceptable
security level is usually a compromise between
usability and strength of security technique. The
authenticating voters and polling knowledge security
aspects for e-voting systems area unit mentioned here.
It ensures that voting can't be altered by unauthorized
person. The elector authentication in on-line e-voting
method is done by formal registration through
directors and by entering OTPCertificate. In Offline
evoting method authentication will be done
mistreatment facial recognition, fingerprint sensing and
RFID (smart cards) that permits the electronic ballot
reset for permitting voters to forge their votes. Also the
voted knowledge and voters details will be sent to the
close info Administration unit during a timely manner
mistreatment GSM System with cryptography
technique.
The criteria square measure Registration through
Administrator, Voter identification and verification
process is done through GSM with one time password.
The second Offline e-voting method includes Facial
Recognition; Fingerprint sensing, RFID and Polling data
processing using Cryptography Technique with RC4
Algorithm. The final method concludes the analysis of
polling knowledge in real time and immediate ensuing
system of e-voting system.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY:
Rubin R [1]: identifies the new risks brought about by
introducing the state-of-theart technology into the
election process, which may not be worth taking. The
major security risks identified include those at the
voting platform – including malicious and delivery
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mechanism and the communications infrastructure –
including denial of service Analysis of Electronic Voting
System Implemented in Various Countries 16 attack, DNS
server attack, etc. The security problem in social engineering
and in mistreatment specialised devices are known.
Mr. Rangarajan [2]: the design and production of the electronic
voting machine during his tenure at Bharat Electronics
Limited, a machine which is currently used in elections
throughout India, gazetted "Electronically operated vote the
counting machine". His original style was flaunted to the
general public in Government Exhibitions command in six
cities.

3. WHY R-VOTER IS NECESSARY?
An electronic legal system could be a legal system within
which the election knowledge is recorded, keep and processed
primarily as digital data. R-voter is referred as “electronic
voting” and defined as any voting process where an electronic
means is used for votes casting and results counting. E-voting
is Associate in nursing election system that enables an elector
to record their ballots in an exceedingly electrically secured
technique. A number of electronic equipment is used like the
Arduino mega, fingerprint recognizer, Wi-Fi module ESP8266,
LCD supply, and power supply.

4. SECURITIES OF E-VOTING SYSTEMS
The main goal of a secure e-voting is to make sure the privacy
of the voters and accuracy of the votes. A secure e-voting
system area unit satisfies the subsequent necessities,
Eligibility: only votes of legitimate electors shall be taken into
account; Unreadability: every voter is allowed to cast one vote;
Anonymity: votes area unit set secret; Accuracy: cast ballot
can't be altered. Therefore, it should not be attainable to
delete ballots nor to feature ballots, once the election has been
closed; Fairness: partial tabulation is impossible; Vote and go:
once a voter has casted their vote, no further action prior to
the end of the election; Public verifiability: anyone should be
able to readily check the validity of the whole voting process.

participating in the election) or group of entities,
running the election can work in a conspiracy to
introduce votes or to prevent voters from voting.
Availability: The system works properly as long
because the poll stands and any elector will have access
to that from the start to the top of the poll. Resume
Ability: The system permits any elector to interrupt the
ballot method to resume it or restart it whereas the poll
stands
The existing elections were tired ancient manner, using
ballot, ink and tallying the votes later. But the planned
system prevents the election from being correct.
Problems encountered throughout the standard
elections area unit as follows:





It needs human participation, in tallying
the votes that makes the elections time
consuming and prone to human error.
The elector finds the event boring ensuing
to a little variety of voters.
Deceitful election mechanism.
Constant disbursement funds for the
elections employees are provided

So, the planned electronic legal system must be
addressed with these issues. User will first place
his/her finger on fingerprint module. Using fingerprint
module user fingerprint info sends to Arduino
microcontroller.

6. WORKING OF R-VOTER :

5. ISSUES OF PRESENT VOTING SYTEM
There are many studies on mistreatment pc technologies to
improve elections these studies caution against the risks of
moving too quickly to adopt electronic legal system, because
of the software engineering challenges, corporate executive
threats, network vulnerabilities, and the challenges of
auditing. Accuracy: It’s impracticable for a vote to be altered
eliminated the invalid vote can not be counted from the finally
tally .Democracy: It permits only eligible voters to vote and, it
ensures that eligible voters vote just once. Privacy: Neither
authority nor anyone else will link any ballot to the elector
verifiability: severally verification of that everyone votes are
counted properly. Resistance: No electoral entity (any server
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Fig.1. Working of R-Voter
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●
Where data will be match with previously store
database. If user fingerprint match then user will be
authorized person to vote.
● Using keypad user can select the party for vote. On the LCD
display parties for voting will be displayed. User will select
proper party for voting.
●
After user’s vote that signal send to pc side with the
help of Wi-Fi module and same person or user cannot vote for
second time.
● System has specific time after that voting time will get off
and PC side will show voting result.

7. HARDWARE:
7.1. Fingerprint Recognition

Fig.3. Working of Fingerprint

7.2. Arduino mega:

Fig.2. Fingerprint Sensor
Fingerprint recognition or fingerprint authentication refers to
the machine-controlled technique of confirmative a match
between 2 human fingerprints. Fingerprints are one in every
of several styles of bioscience used to determine people and
verify their identity. A fingerprint appearance at the patterns
found on a tip. There are a range of approaches to fingerprint
verification. Some emulate the traditional police method of
matching pattern; others use straight minutiae matching
devices and still others are a bit more unique, including things
like moiré fringe patterns and ultrasonic. A larger style of
fingerprint devices is out there than for the other biometric.
Fingerprint verification could also be a decent alternative for
in e-voting systems, where you can give users adequate
explanation and training, and where the system operates in a
controlled environment. It is not shocking that the digital
computer access application space looks to be primarily based
virtually exclusively on fingerprints, thanks to the
comparatively low price, small size, and simple integration of
fingerprint authentication devices that are going to be
enforced is shown in Fig.1.

Fig.4. Arduino type-mega
Arduino may be a tool for creating computers that may
sense and management additional of the physical world
than your microcomputer. Its associate degree opensource physical computing platform supported a
straightforward microcontroller board, and a
development environment for writing software for the
board.
Arduino will be used to develop interactive objects,
taking inputs from a variety of switches or sensors, and
controlling a variety of lights, motors, and other
physical outputs. Arduino comes will be complete, or
they will communicate with software package running
on your laptop (e.g. Flash, Processing, Max MSP.) The
boards will be assembled by hand or purchased
preassembled; the open-source IDE will be downloaded
for complimentary.
The Arduino Mega 2560 may be a microcontroller
board supported the ATmega2560. It has fifty four
digital input/output pins (of that fifteen will be used as
PWM outputs), sixteen analog inputs, 4 UARTs
(hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a
USB connection, an influence jack, an ICSP header, and a
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reset button. It contains everything needed to support the
microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer with a USB
cable or power it with an AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get
started.

7.4. Wi-Fi Module:

7.3. LCD Display:

ESP8266 is the name of the microcontroller developed
by Espresso if Systems which is a company base out of
shanghai. This microcontroller has the flexibility to
perform WLAN connected activities therefore its wide
used as a WLAN module. This chip was initial time seen
in August 2014, in ESP-01 version module, made by AI
Thinker, a third-party manufacturer. This little module
permits the MCU to attach to WLAN network and make
straightforward TCP/IP connections.
The ESP8266 may be a terribly user friendly and low
value device to produce web property to.

Fig 5. LCD display
LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) screen is associate degree
electronic show module and notices a good vary of
applications. A 16x2 { LCD liquid crystal show LCD digital
display alphanumeric display} display is incredibly basic
module and is incredibly ordinarily employed in varied
devices and circuits. These modules are most popular over
seven phases and different multi segment LEDs. The reasons
being: LCDs are economical; simply programmable; haven't
any limitation of displaying special & even custom characters
(unlike in seven segments), animations and so on.
To establish a decent communication between human world
and machine world, display units play an important role. And
so they're a vital a part of embedded systems. Display units
massive or little, work on the same basic principle. Besides
advanced show units like graphic displays and 3D displays,
one must know working with simple displays like 16x1 and
16x2 units. The sixteenx1 show unit can have 16 characters
and are in one line. The 16x2 LCD will have 32 characters in
total 16in 1st line and another 16 in 2nd line. Here one should
perceive that in every character there are 5x10=50 pixels
therefore to show one character all fifty pixels should work
along. But we'd like to not worry that as a result of there's
another controller (HD44780) within the show unit that will
the work of dominant the pixels.
Unlike traditional development boards interfacing a digital
display to an ARDUINO is kind of simple. Here we have a
tendency to don’t have to be compelled to worry regarding
information causation and receiving. We simply need to
outline the pin numbers and it'll be able to show information
on digital display. Unlike normal development boards
interfacing a LCD to an ARDUINO is quite easy. Here we have a
tendency to don’t need to worry regarding knowledge
causation and receiving. We simply need to outline the pin
numbers and it’ll be able to show knowledge.
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It may also fetch information from web victimization
API’s therefore your project may access any data that's
accessible within the web, thus making it smarter.
Another exciting feature of this module is that it is
programmed using the Arduino IDE that makes it
plenty additional user friendly. However this version of
the module has solely two GPIO pins (you will hack it to
use up to 4) therefore you've got to use it beside
another microcontroller like Arduino, else you can onto
the more standalone ESP-12 or ESP-32 versions. So if
you're trying to find a module to urge started with IOT
or to produce web property to your project then this
module is that the right selection for you your projects.
The module will work each as an Access purpose (can
produce hotspot) and as a station (can connect with WiFi), hence it can easily fetch data and upload it to the
web creating web of Things as simple as attainable.

Fig 6. Wi-Fi module
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8. FUTURE SCOPE :
In future, security of FP-EVM can still be enhanced if
fingerprint data can be stored and accessed from central
server, Biometric System Based Electronic Voting Machine
Using arduino Microcontroller. Voting ballot unit is separately
placed from control unit and photo anddetails of the voter be
displayed on PC. In future for more secure we can implement
image processing. Using image processing we can detect face.

9. CONCLUSION :
Our project enables secured voting and reduces man power
efficiently. In this system we are introduce some new concepts
and that is implementing by ARDUINO controller. Due vast
development of Aadhar card system it are often more
improved by the addition of Iris recognition system for
additional secured polling.
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